
Passionate about interiors

CADRO
A frame system with creative freedom
for your residential and commercial space



Cadro is a practical interpretation of frame design. It is suitable for  

many residential and commercial applications, including kitchen islands,  

bathroom vanities, walk-in wardrobes, or retail fit-outs and hospitality.

Compatible with Hettich’s award-winning fittings to offer a complete cabinetry system. 

Sensys hinges |  AvanTech YOU thin-walled drawers | Slideline M slid ing doors

— A narrow silhouette for a feeling of lightness, or an industrial style

— A stand-alone frame, or extension to traditional cabinetry

— A lightweight cabinetry base in black aluminium 

 

— Furniture that can be wall mounted or floor standing with special fixtures

— Maximise visual impact with specialized LED lighting and glass panel enhancements.
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For full creative freedom, Cadro comes with a comprehensive  
range of connectors to facilitate the form each design needs.  

Fixed and variable nodes spanning 360° provide design complexity 
that allow Cadro to behave as a near complete cabinetry system.

Build the structures you need with connectorsPractical but free design potential

createdesign

With Cadro, Hettich brings its  

expertise in cabinetry fittings to 

expand the design potential of a 

classic aluminium frame. In a vogue 

matt black, Cadro has the potential 

to be everything but a standard 

cabinet. Compatible with glass 

shelving, panels, hinged doors, 

 sliding and folding door fixtures 

and AvanTech YOU drawers. 



a forward thinking frame system
Cadro by Hettich supports an extensive number of fittings and  

connectors, to create the furniture and cabinetry for any design.

Compatible with Hettich’s award-winning fittings to offer a complete cabinetry system.  

Sensys hinges |  AvanTech YOU thin-walled drawers | Slideline M sliding doors. 

material    
colour   
frame size 
maximum length 
compatible panel 
connectors 
additional features

aluminium  
matt black 
customisable with cut to size length 
1200mm recommended 

16mm standard  |  6mm glass 
13 different connectors for variable shapes 
LED lighting  |  wall* and floor fixtures

*weight limits apply to wall mounted furniture
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drawer compatibility

Recreate this design using the Cadro framing system in matt black with Prime Acrylic panel in matt black. 
The distinctive framed aesthetic of the counter is characteristic of drawer design with Cadro. A wall-mounted 
overhead cabinet with sliding doors and open glass shelving creates an effective display. Combined with an 
enclosed overhead with hinged doors for further storage, Cadro offers an entire kitchen solution.  
 

cadro

glass panels and shelving

sliding doors

hinged doors

open shelving
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A kitchen island with an open glass 

display and push to open drawer for 

additional storage. Pair with Lighting  

for Cadro and AvanTech YOU to get  

visual impact and functionality. 

in the kitchen
An area integral to overall interior design,  
the kitchen benefits hugely from a range of design options

Cadro makes organising easy with  

a variety of display options. Connect 

it to existing overhead cabinetry to 

make use of space efficiently.



Create a space that caters to your 
needs, like a walk-in wadrobe 
with retail styling for a premium 
experience every day.  

in the wardrobe

Custom furniture in the home allows its owner to fully embrace their personal style.  
 
Create wall mounted shelving with lighting to draw attention to displayed decor.  
Coordinate coffee and side tables in the living area.  
 

in the home

Customisable for all wardrobe needs, be it shirts, shoes, handbags or jewellery. 
Mix glass, open and enclosed cabinets to meet the needs of seeing and storing.



in the bathroom
Elevate the bathroom space while streamlining  
creation by using one system throughout.
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A modern narrow framed 
vanity with a wide, high- 
sided drawer for storage.

A striking, wall-mounted mirror 
cabinet with open shelving 
for everyday items and closed 
cupboards for everything else.

Illuminate your favourite things  
with integrated lighting options.



Recreate this design using the Cadro framing system in matt black with glass shelving. Place a mirrored wall behind the  
shelving unit, and mount coloured glass doors for visual interest. To complete the aesthetic, pair with geometric dining tables. 



for hospitality
An intricate and multi-storage counter top, combine back-lit panels,  

glass shelves, and transparent doors for a delicate but impactful bar 



for the office

Create an industrial modernised setting for the office. 
      
— Display documentation neatly with customised height and width 
 
— Position on walls or on the floor to take advantage of space 
 
— Store items away safely with sliding or hinged doors



for retail fit outs 
Cadro contributes to a utilitarian aesthetic in a retail setting 

— Light but durable display islands with wide AvanTech YOU drawers and see-through glass tops 
 
— Hanging units with drawers below for additional sizing or stock 
 
— Closed glass cabinetry for secure display
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